
Job Description: Sewer

The GearFix is looking for a Sewer to join our team!! The hope for this role is that the chosen
candidate will start out as a Level 1 Sewer (description below) and upon mastering this role will move
into a more sewing focused position as a Level 2 Sewer (description below).

As a Level 1 Sewer you will learn to:
● Intake repairs, providing accurate pricing and timing information to the customer while accurately

recording their contact information and repair needs.
● Digitally track and process repairs in our repair inventory system
● Complete basic repairs such as slider, button, snap, rivet and buckle replacements.
● Prepare more complex repair items for head sewer by de-constructing them, preparing necessary trims,

and mock-assembling them.
● Provide excellent customer service!

As a Level 2 Sewer you will learn to…..
● Gear Repair (60%)

Perform repairs on customer gear with utmost attention to detail and creativity.  This includes operating
various industrial sewing machines, understanding and using adhesives, and replacing and repairing
zippers. The Sewer will also develop working knowledge of fabrics and materials used in outdoor gear.
These repairs should be able to perform repairs on schedule, with little error, in a solitary environment.

● Sewing Shop Maintenance (15%)
Assist the head sewer in planning and executing the organization and layout of the sewing shop
alongside repair intake staff.  This may include organizing materials, designing layout, and general
upkeep of space and equipment and communicating the layout vision to other intake repair staff. Light
machine maintenance will be required.

● Customer Service (10%)
Provide a means of communication with customers through face-to-face interactions as well as intake
materials. This requires clarity and flexibility in talking with customers about repairs and includes
quoting customers, describing repairs, ascertaining desires for custom work, and suggesting
alternatives to standard repairs.

● Training & Communication (15%)
Contribute to maintaining a strong line of open communication between all of the repair staff including
the head sewer and intake staff in order to succeed as a team. This will require discussing intake
guidelines, lead times, repair status and inventory needs. Sewer will also assist the head sewer in
training intake staff to complete more basic repairs (ones that do not require sewing) to increase
collective knowledge of repair staff. This may include planning and executing training sessions with
intake staff. Eventually we hope to offer these repair clinics to the public as well which the sewer will
also assist in.

Preferred Experience/Skills:
-Experience with single needle feed sewing machines & excellent communication skills are musts.
-Knowledge of and experience using different types of outdoor gear.
-Knowledge of hardware and technical fabrics used in outdoor gear.
-Strong desire and ability to work with your hands for extended periods.
-Ability to sit for long periods of time while sewing.
-Competency with Google Docs.
-Self motivated, excellent attention to detail and creativity.
-Able to work well in a team environment.
-Able to show up on time and meet deadlines.


